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Introduction 
There is no shortage of debate whether we should enlarge the range of target audience or 
narrow it down to a specific group. Originally as overseas students, we all initial our goal to 
aim general global needs such as “how to modify a U.S. visa photo by using your appealing 
old one”, “how to train your foreign dogs”, “international makeup tips” so on and so forth. 
However, after quickly and lazily googled online we easily quit from these popular ideas 
because we all have no confidence to make our works better than those YouTubers who 
have been followed by numerous subscribers. Looking back our related experiences, we 
cast our eyes into CSUSB students. We all feel exciting to design a series tutorial video to 
untied students’ problems which we might experience too.   

Who: Who is the target audience? 
It is no easy to clearly choose our target audience. After last week’s discussion on class we 
decided to focus on all CSUSB students, however, dues to the tight time and complexed 
process of interview we have to narrow down our target audience to Partnership Students.  
 
On Wednesday (Jan. 31) we successfully invited 76 students in Wechat group for the 
interview and online survey. Within 2 days we totally collected 25 response via Google Doc 
survey and the following Graph I show the specific datas.  

 

 



 
 

 

Graph I 

Method  
Although at this phase research we only used the people item as the method, we still try to 
approach some related documents to better understand the partnership students. 
Unfortunately, there is no official introduction about the partnership students or the 
partnership program in CSUSB main website. Except of the name, Partnership Program 
Student, there is no readable link related.  

Findings  
Through the survey, the most valuable findings is we could figure out a way - inviting 
partnership students into a Wechat group named CSUSB PPs-  to tie up our target audience 
and instantly communicate with them to updated and adjust our plan.  
 
There may maintain some unexpected misunderstandings or private information release. 
In order to make sure all students fully clear with our survey, we sent the link with clear 
instruction every 3-4 hours to make sure all newly coming in students could totally 
understand the process. 

Implications  
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Through the survey, we clearly fixed our target audience. Through their “wechat” ID, we not 
only know their basic academic need, but also know specific personal characters, hobbies, 
and daily life from their Wechat Moments. Those information all will benefit our tutorial 
video produce. 

What: What is the content? 
According to the data analysis, the most important adjustment is to change our topic from 
“How to drop/add/swap classes via PAWs” to “The processes of graduation”. Hence, our 
contents are as the follows:  

1. graduate issue, class description (quickly review the PAW) 
2. pay the tuition fee (no service charge fee) 
3. download the software they may use in free. (to know it though interview questions) 

● Microsoft Office 365 
● Zoom Video Conferencing 
● Student and Faculty free Azure resources 
● Portfolium 

Methods 
We used people item for audience needs exploration and analysis. Additionally, we will use 
documentary recovery such as other universities’ related tutorial as reference, video design 
tutorial to learn the shooting and editing techniques.   

Findings  
The content adjustments all based on the survey and Wechat interview as follows: 

 

Implications  
Based on our google doc survey, Wechat information, and face to face interview, we now 
feel confident with our specific contents and how to carry on the process next step.  

How: What will one know the project will be successful? 
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We not only will share our final tutorial video in Wechat group (CSUSB PPS) and let them 
finish a satisfaction survey but also will watch the video together with the 5-10 partnership 
students separately to let them evaluate the video by face to face interview. 

Methods 
People Items: After we finish the tutorial video we will share it with the members of our 
Wechat group  (CSUSB PPs) and do a satisfaction survey based on the video.  

Findings  
We will find whether our video will satisfy the Partnership Students and we may update our 
cognitions how the survey benefit our final tutorial video. 

Implications  
Through the survey and the first tutorial video, we may continue to focus on how to 
develop and better provide services for International students’ successful academic study 
in CSUSB.  
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